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and a thought which shaped it, as well as the visible move-
ment called the (Act ?. A desire stimulates a thought^
and the latter embodies itself in an act, while sometimes
it is a thought, in the form of a memory, that arouses a
desire, and the desire bursts into an act. fevery cause
was once an effect, and each effect in turn becomes a cause.
An action is the outer form of an invisible thought and
desire, and in its very accomplishment gives birth to a
fresh thought and desire, the three forming a circle per-
petually retraced. The relation of these three as ( Action \
and the endless interlinkings of such actions as causes and
effects are all included in the word Karma, a recognised
succession in nature, i.e., a law. Hence Karma is called
the Law of Causation or the law of cause and effect.
The Law of Karma is the law of cause and effect,
of force and the effects produced by it. This force is of
the physical world of movement, or of the astral world
of feeling, or of the mental world of thinking. Each
man is using all three types of force, the first with the
activities of his physical body, the second with the feelings
of his astral body, and the third with the concrete and
abstract thoughts of his mental and causal bodies. To
aspire, to dream, to plan, to think, to feel, to act—all
this means to set in motion forces of three worlds, and
according to the use made by him of these forces, he
does good or evil karma—-he helps or hinders others.
Since he is one unit in a humanity of millions of indi-
viduals and not an individual by himself, each thought or
feeling or act of his affects each of his fellow-men,
in proportion to the nearness of each to him as the
distributor of force. Each such use of force by him,
which helps or hinders the whole, of which he is a part,
brings with it a result to him, a resultant reaction of his

